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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Each book in this series is
complete and can stand alone. In this story, amnesia-stricken Roy Anderson believes himself to be
a king-king over the local nursing home. He sees the staff as palace staff: butlers, maids,
housekeeper, cook, scullery maids, chauffeur, etc. The residents are his people - some are nobility
and some are not. But these are the citizens of his kingdom. As the establishment has fallen onto
hard times and will have to close its doors soon, King Roy and Queen LeeAnn buy the nursing
home, since Roy believes it to be his ancestral family castle, it having been constructed to resemble
an old English castle. While trying to learn how the finances have fallen into such hard times, Roy
discovers that someone has been pilfering funds and so dons his detective hat and enlists the help
of LeeAnn and their grandchildren to solve the case of: The Missing Funds. During his investigation
and rule, he promotes various residents to unprecedented positions: royal secretary, royal press
secretary, assistants to the royal court jester, royal gardeners and knights....
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This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr. Lee Simonis PhD-- Mr. Lee Simonis PhD

It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Sporer-- Clint Sporer
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